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Abstract
The similarity judgement of two sequences is often decomposed in similarity
judgements of the sequence events with an alignment process. However, in some
domains like speech or music, sequences have an internal structure which is important
for intelligent processing like similarity judgements. In an alignment task, this struc-
ture can be reflected more appropriately by using two levels instead of aligning event
by event. This idea is related to the structural alignment framework by Markman and
Gentner. Our aim is to align sequences by modelling the segmenting and matching
of groups in an input sequence in relation to a target sequence, detecting variations
or errors. This is realised as an integrated process, using a neuro-fuzzy system. The
selection of segmentations and alignments is based on fuzzy rules which allow the in-
tegration of expert knowledge via feature definitions, rule structure, and rule weights.
The rule weights can be optimised effectively with an algorithm adapted from neural
networks. Thus, the results from the optimisation process are still interpretable. The
system has been implemented and tested successfully in a sample application for the
recognition of musical rhythm patterns.
1 Introduction
Former applications on alignment problems often use the dynamic programming approach
(DP) to calculate a minimal edit distance (see [9]). In speech recognition, hidden Markov
models (HMM) are applied often to alignment tasks. HMM and DP approaches are equiv-
alent [6] and are both based on the assumption that the events within the sequences are
context independent. But in many fields this is not the case. Hence, Dedre Gentner and
Arthur Markman set up the structural alignment framework [14] for calculating similarity
judgements for objects with an internal structure.
In speech and music there are sequences of events, e.g. phonemes, letters, notes, with
a strong internal structure: phonemes or letters form words, musical notes form motifs.
In order to align such sequences, it is important to recognise relevant groups of events,
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i.e. words or motifs need to be separated in a segmentation. The event groups are used
as structural units in the alignment process. This implies working on two levels, aligning
groups on the structure level and aligning events on the group level. The approach used
here decomposes the task into two parts: a method for generating and selecting alignments
of sequences and a rating system to choose the best alignment. The space of possible se-
quence alignments depends on the segmentation and the alignments on both levels combi-
natorially, and it grows exponentially with the length of the sequences. To limit this space,
we use an algorithmic technique and additional domain specific constraints on the seg-
mentation and the alignments. Depending on the domain, the definition of an appropriate
rating function can be quite difficult. Thus, data-based evaluation and optimisation can
be very helpful. For this reason, the rating function is realised as a neuro-fuzzy-System,
based on fuzzy rules describing the quality of a given alignment. The fuzzy rule set is
transformed into a neural network, which can be trained by examples. This neuro-fuzzy
system combines the capabilities of fuzzy systems to model human knowledge with the
learning abilities of neural networks. The results of this learning process are interpretable
as truth values of the fuzzy rules.
The system introduced here has been implemented in an example application for the
recognition and comparison of pattern structure in musical rhythms and melodies, the
Integrated Segmentation and Similarity Model (see [21] and [22]). This domain is a good
test case for a combination of expert knowledge and learning from data. Although there is
a large body of research on temporal auditory perception, both general and music-specific
(e.g. [2] and [13]), a coherent theoretical framework suitable for supporting computer
modelling has not yet been established.
2 Related work
The alignment of sequences is important in many domains to judge similarity, e.g. in bioin-
formatics, linguistics, and music, but often the internal structure of the sequences is not
taken into account. Since in linguistics and music the need of more structural informa-
tion in similarity judgements is stated in the literature, some approaches shall be discussed
here.
In the literature on Music Information Retrieval (MIR) it is a common statement that
the structure of music is important for the recognition or similarity judgements. The seg-
mentation of a rhythm pattern or a melody is essential to generate its structure. In the
following, some approaches from MIR are described.
In [20] Rolland and Ganascia present an approach for the extraction of musical patterns
in a melody database. For this task, they derive additional musical descriptions from
the basic data. In their approach, the user has to adjust the weights for this additional
information by hand. This contrasts with the approach presented in this paper, where the
weights are learned by the system. The similarity judgement of the segments is done
by dynamic programming. Rolland and Ganascia indicate the segmentation problem as
remaining open, it is not clear how this problem is solved in their approach.
In Lartillot’s approach [12], patterns are stored as minimal interval representation in
Abstract Pattern Trie’s (APT): Patterns with the same prefix are stored in the same path.
The APT is built up by a chronological walk through the piece of music, comparing a new
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interval with old ones in the associative memory and old ones already stored in the APT,
and thus doing pattern initiating, pattern extending, and pattern confirming.
Widmer looks in The Musical Expression Project [25] for explainable and quantifiable
principles which govern an expressive performance. He emphasises the need for compu-
tational methods, since in his project the data was segmented and aligned by hand.
There are some models for segmentation: The Local Boundary Detection Model
(LBDM) of Cambouropoulos [3] calculates a boundary profile for a melody using Gestalt-
based identity-change and proximity-difference rules; the Melodic Density Segmentation
Model (MDSM) by Ferrand, Nelson, and Wiggins [7] calculates the accumulated melodic
cohesion as the weighted sum of the contributions of all intervals occurring over a period
of time. These models operate on one pattern only and are not incorporated in a similarity
judgement environment.
Linguistics are another domain where sequence alignment is important. There is the
field of phonetic alignment which is required e.g. for comparing dialects, cognate word-
forms, or underlying and surface word-forms. Contrary to the music domain, in linguistics
the need of structural information on the sequences is not often found in literature. Ner-
bonne and Heeringa [18] set up a model for calculating the distance between several Dutch
dialects. They use the dynamic programming approach in their work, and assume context
independence of the phonemes. Kondrak [11] supports this view and emphasises the def-
inition of good cost functions for the comparison of phonemes. In contrast, Hahn [10]
argues that the contextual structure within words is essential for comparing word sounds.
Hahn criticises a lack of empirical studies in this field and presents her own experiment.
There, she gives examples for which the dynamic programming approach is not sufficient.
3 Representation of Sequence Alignments
The representation of a structural alignment of two sequences as mentioned above in-
volves three structures: Segmentations of the sequences, an alignment of the Segments1,
and alignments of events or Elements2 in aligned segments. We call the combination of
segmentations and alignments on both levels an Interpretation of the sequences. Features
are calculated from an interpretation, which rate qualities of the segmentations and the
alignments. These qualities result from modelling domain knowledge and are based on
several basic features of the sequence and the sequence elements. Thus, these features are
called complex features. The neuro-fuzzy system used for rating the interpretations oper-
ates on the complex feature values and not on the sequences or the interpretation itself.
An interpretation is based on the sequences P = (x1, . . . ,xn) and Q = (y1, . . . ,ym) con-
sisting of elements xi,y j. The segmentations Pseg = (P1, . . . ,Pk) and Qseg = (Q1, . . . ,Ql)
divide P and Q into contiguous segments so that every element belongs exactly to one seg-
ment. From the elements xi,y j of the sequences P and Q and the segmentations Pseg and
Qseg, the complex features, which model aspects of the segmentation, are calculated using
a Complex Feature Function for Segmentation Cs, as is illustrated in figure 1. The vector
˜Pi consists of all complex features for the group Pi and has a fixed length. Consequently, it
1Note that the term segment denotes a group of elements in contrast with phonology where a segment is a
indivisible part of a sequence.
2In the following more formal description the term element is used for the indivisible part of a sequence
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Figure 1: Segmentation features.
is independent of the length of the group Pi, which is important for the rating system. The
collections ˜Pseg and ˜Qseg consist of equal-dimensional vectors of the complex features for
every group of the corresponding sequence.
An Alignment is a relation A∈℘(I×J)where I and J are the index-sets of the elements
of the two sequences to be aligned. We refer to the alignment of the segmentations Pseg
and Qseg as the alignment on the structure level As with I = {1, . . . ,k} and J = {1, . . . , l},
i.e. the sequences Pseg and Qseg consist of the segmentations of P and Q: If (i, j) ∈ As,
then group Pi is aligned to group Q j. For every pair Pi, Q j with (i, j) ∈ As, we refer to the
alignment on the group level as A(i, j)g ∈℘(Ii× J j) where Ii and J j are the index-sets of the
groups Pi and Q j.3
Corresponding to the segmentation features, there are features calculated for the align-
ments on group and on structure level. Figure 2 schematically shows alignments and fea-
tures on the group level: The relation A(k,l)g describes the alignment of the elements of the
groups Pk and Ql and the Complex Feature Function for Groups Cg calculates the complex
features for this alignment. The resulting vector has a unit length which is again indepen-
dent from the number of elements in the aligned groups. For more detailed information
see [4].
4 Feature Definitions
The definition of features is, of course, domain dependent and represents the meaning of
similarity in the domain. Here is a clear distinction between the general algorithm and our
exemplary special application, which is the comparison of musical rhythms.
The approach of features being calculated from the interpretation rather than from the
sequences alone offers the benefit of yielding information on the alignment which can
3Note that the index-sets Ii and J j correspond to elements of the sequences whereas the index-sets I and J
correspond to segments of the sequences
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Figure 2: Alignment features on group level.
be used in applications. Such information includes for instance differences in intensity,
temporal position, and duration, which can be used as basis for user a feedback, e.g. in a
tutorial application. In the case of musical rhythms, the sequences consist of note events
based on MIDI4 data. Three values of the note events are used as data for the system: onset
time, duration, and loudness. The features calculated from aligned rhythm sequences are
related to the quality of the segmentations, to the similarity of the assigned groups, and to
the structural relations of these groups such as changes in the tempo or the relative position
of groups. We cannot describe all features here in detail, but only give some examples; for
a full description see [23] and [21]).
The feature definitions are based on results from music theory and music psychology.
These are mostly scalar values, which need to be fuzzyfied before feeding them into the
system. For example, the fuzzy comparison of numbers x and m is realised using a Gaus-
sian function with a parameter s:
gauss(x,m,s) = e
−
(x−m)2
2s2 . (1)
The function gauss is not normalised in respect to the integral, because for x = m the result
should be 1. For the tempo of an input group in relation to the aligned model group, we
need to rate the tempo ratio, not the tempo difference. Thus, a fuzzy set for an equality
relation, equal, is defined, which uses gauss as membership function to give a symmetric
rating on a logarithmic scale by using the average of the arguments and an additional factor
q for the scaling on the x-axis:
equal(x,y) = gauss(x,y,q · x+ y
2
). (2)
equal is symmetric on a log-scale as illustrated in figure 3 and commutative as it can be
expected from an equality measure (see [23]). It is also possible to transform the values
4Musical Instrument Digital Interface
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Figure 3: Fuzzy set equal(x,y) modelling the equality relation for fixed y = 100 plotted
with a) linear and b) logarithmic scaling of the x-axis.
Figure 4: Alignment of a musical rhythm.
to a logarithmic scale and to apply a normal Gussian, but this solution is more efficient.
Another feature measures the difference in onset time of aligned notes. This value is
measured relative to an offset and a scaling factor, which is calculated for a complete
group, to distinguish between the global differences in position and tempo and the local
distortions of the segment’s structure.
The values of the defined features are not only used for finding the best interpretation,
but they also provide useful information about the musical relations between the two se-
quences. These musical relations are useful in several applications, such as the following:
• Music tutorials, where detailed information about the differences of a user’s perfor-
mance from the given task can be used for interaction
• Search for plagiarism in copyright conflicts, where finding similarities and differ-
ences of melodies can be automated
• Analysis of music performances in relation to written scores
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Figure 5: Preprocessing.
In a tutorial application, the result can be presented to the user as shown in figure 4.
Here, information on the matching of the groups is displayed graphically, with added
information on the omitted notes and additional information like tempo (too slow or too
fast) and loudness (too loud or too soft) on the group and the note level. In figure 4,
each box represents one note of a sequence with its length (width) and loudness (height).
The ellipses represent the segmentation of the sequences, and the connections between the
boxes represent the alignment of the notes within aligned groups.
5 Preprocessing
The preprocessing is carried out in four steps as sketched in figure 5. First, the segmenta-
tions for both sequences are created. Then, the alignment on the structure level is created,
i.e. the groups are aligned. In the next step, the alignment on the group level is created, i.e.
the events within the groups are being aligned. Based on the complete alignment, complex
features are calculated which can be used for rating. These steps are performed for each
possible combination of segmentations and alignments on structure and group level. Since
the combination of all segmentations and alignments leads to a large number of alterna-
tives, it is necessary to restrict the generation of segmentations and alignments. This is
achieved by using a branch-and-bound approach and domain specific constraints.
The system efficiency can be enhanced by incremental generation of alignments and
avoiding unnecessary evaluations using a branch-and-bound scheme. The effect of branch-
and-bound largely depends on the order of evaluation. In our application the segmentations
are calculated first and they are sorted according to their quality, beginning the incremen-
tal generation of alignments with the best segmentations. This turned out to be a good
heuristic for the branch-and-bound scheme. The average calculation time on the test set
decreased from 1,021.09 to 8.34 seconds for the usage of the branch-and-bound-scheme.
Additionally, constraints are used on each level of generating interpretations, defined as
Filter Functions F , to prevent undesired processing. The recognition of rhythmic pattern
structure can serve as an example: Music theory and music psychology have studied some
properties of the perception and cognition of musical rhythm, on which the constraints
and features are based. There are constraints applied on the segmentation which restrict
the number of events in a group to a value of 5 (see [15]). The temporal duration of
groups can be restricted to 2 seconds (see [8]). Also, group boundaries must not grossly
contradict grouping by proximity (see [5]). Another constraint restricts the occurrence
of groups containing only one event (see [13]). On the structure level, the alignment of
patterns with different numbers of events is restricted. The application of these constraints
as filter functions results in a drastic reduction of calculation time. The average calculation
time on a test set decreased from 1,021.09 to 1.41 seconds due to the usage of the filters.
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When using branch-and-bound and filters together, the calculation time decreased to 0.32
seconds. For more detailed information on the reduction of the complexity see [23] and
[24]. These constraints need to be designed very carefully, because they do not only have
a great impact on the efficiency of the whole process but they can also potentially prevent
good interpretations from being evaluated. Hence, they have to be as restrictive as possible
but as permissive as necessary not to reject appropriate solutions.
6 Neuro-Fuzzy Modelling of a Rating Function
Based on the calculated features, expert knowledge about how to rate an interpretation
can be expressed in a fuzzy rule set. In the case of musical rhythms, typical expert state-
ments name factors which contribute to the perception and cognition of certain musical
phenomena, e.g. a loud note tends to start a new group. These rules are usually not quan-
tified, but they can have degrees of strength, e.g. a long temporal interval between note
onsets strongly indicates a group boundary. This kind of expert knowledge can be mod-
elled appropriately in fuzzy logic. The following rules are a subset of those used in our
application:
SQual(ip) ← STpoQual(ip)∧SPrcsn(ip)∧
SCorrect(ip)∧SPosition(ip)
STpoQual(ip) ← GTpoQual(ga1)∧ . . .∧GTpoQual(gan),
where ip = [ga1, . . . ,gan]
GTpoQual(gai) ← GTpoStbl(gai)∧GTpoPlsbl(gai)
SPrcsn(ip) ← GPrcsn(ga1)∧ . . .∧GPrcsn(gan),
where ip = [ga1, . . . ,gan]
SCorrect(ip) ← GCorrect(ga1)∧ . . .∧GCorrect(gan),
where ip = [ga1, . . . ,gan]
The first rule states that the quality of an interpretation (ip) on the structure level
(SQual) depends on the tempo quality (ST poQual), the precision (SPrcsn), the correct-
ness (SCorrect), and the positioning of ip (SPosition). The second, fourth, and fifth rule
deal with a variable number of premises, we call them multi-rules. This is necessary for
the transition from the the structure level (ip) to the group level (ga), because the number
of groups in a segmentation varies. The second rule states that the quality of the tempo of
a sequence alignment (ip) on the structure level (ST poQual) depends on the quality of the
tempo of every pair of aligned groups (gai) within the sequence alignment (GT poQual).
The third rule states that the tempo quality of an aligned pair of groups (GT poQual(gai))
depends on the tempo stability of the group alignment (GT poStbl(gai), change of the
tempo) and the plausibility of the tempo (GT poPlsbl(gai)). The fourth rule describes the
transition from the structure level to the group level for the precision (SPrcsn, GPrcsn)
which rates whether the notes were played at the right time with the right loudness. The
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fifth rule describes the transition from the structure level to the group level for the correct-
ness (SCorrect, GCorrect) which means whether notes were marked as added or omitted
in the interpretation.
Often t-norms and t-conorms like ⊤min and ⊥min are used to calculate the truth value
of logical expressions in fuzzy logic (see [16]). But they do not allow compensation of
their arguments, i.e. that a low value in one argument can be compensated with a high
value in another, which is required for plausible modelling of rhythmic perception. Also,
they are not very suitable to work with a variable number of arguments. Basically, the
result of an operator µ should be independent from the number of arguments, which is the
motivation for two multi-operator-criteria (MOC). If multiple arguments have the same
value, the result should be independent of the number of arguments:
MOC 1:
µ⊗ (v, . . . ,v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−times
= µ⊗ (v, . . . ,v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−times
.
If a pattern is repeated, the number of repetitions also should not affect the result.
MOC 2:
µ⊗ (v1, . . . ,vk, · · · ,v1, . . . ,vk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−times
= µ⊗ (v1, . . . ,vk, · · · ,v1, . . . ,vk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−times
.
Following this criteria, a new operator, the q-operator, is defined for this system:
µ⊗,q(α1, . . . ,αn) =
(
1
n
n
∑
i=1
αqi
) 1
q
q > 0.
The q-operator satisfies both, MOC 1 and MOC 2 (see [23]), and it is continuous, hence
the MOCs are not singularities but ensure some stability among changing numbers of
arguments, and it allows compensation between the operands. In our sample application,
values of q = 12 for the conjunction and q = 2 for the disjunction proved to be useful.
The q-operator is related to the Yager operator (see [26]), it converges to ⊤min in the
limit of q → 0 and to ⊥min in the limit of q → ∞. It also calculates the average over the
arguments for q→ 1. It is not a t-norm because it violates the requirement of identity and
associativity. Nevertheless, it can be used in our neuro-fuzzy system where only differen-
tiability of the operator is necessary.
Based on a method presented by Nauck et al. in [17], a fuzzy-logical program can be
transformed into a neural network under certain conditions. This is achieved by generating
a neuron for every atomic expression. For every rule, connections from the premises to the
conclusion are inserted into the network. The weights created in the network correspond
to the truth values of the fuzzy logic program and are therefore interpretable after training.
The rules for moving from the structure level to the group level are handled as special
case. For the premises in this rule, a so-called multi-neuron is generated which has as
many instances as group alignments exist. Each instance of this multi-neuron is connected
to the neuron corresponding to the conclusion, and all connections share one weight. This
means that the network can change its topology according to the length and segmentation
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of the sequences. The neurons do not calculate their input by using a weighted sum but by
using the fuzzy operator of the corresponding rules instead.
For the training of the network, the standard backpropagation algorithm has to be mod-
ified, using the derivative of the input functions. The modified backpropagation rule, which
is obtained as gradient descent on the sum of the squared error on a given training set, can
be written as
△wi j = η ∑
p∈P
o
(p)
i ·drvt
(p)
i j ·δ
(p)
j (3)
with
δ(p)j =


f ′(net(p)j )(t(p)j −o(p)j ), if j is outp. neur.,
f ′(net(p)j )
m
∑
s=1
δ(p)ks ·w jks ·drvt
(p)
jks , else,
(4)
where drvt(p)i j is the derivative of the used input function for neuron j given input pattern p,
o
(p)
i is the output of neuron i for pattern p, t
(p)
j is the target value for pattern p and neuron
j, wi j denotes the weight from i to j in the network, and f denotes the activation function
of the neuron. The weights at the connections coming from the instances of one multi-
neuron use weight-sharing. The network is trained with a more efficient modification of a
simple gradient descent, the Resilient Backpropagation algorithm (see [19]).
7 Learning by Examples
The training process requires examples, i.e. interpretations: alignments of pairs of se-
quences together with a given rating. It is very difficult for an expert to choose an exact
value for interpretations in a consistent manner over many examples. But if we have two
given interpretations, it is easy to determine which one should be rated higher. Thus, a
training approach is used which is based on relative examples shown in figure 6 (see [1]).
Here a training example for the neural network consists of an ordered pair of two differ-
Figure 6: Training with relative examples.
ent interpretations of the same two sequences, where the first one is rated higher by the
expert. To handle this, the network is duplicated using weight-sharing, and a comparator
neuron k connects the output of the two networks. The interpretation rated higher is always
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used as input 1, and therefore the target value for the comparator neuron output is 0. The
semi-linear activation function of the comparator neuron can be replaced by a sigmoid.
Comparing is easier for experts than absolute rating, but due to combinatorial growth it
is not feasible to let an expert rate every possible interpretation. This problem is solved by
using Iterative Training (see [23]) which dynamically generates relative examples using a
single interpretation provided by an expert. First the expert selects the best interpretation
for every example, then the interpretation currently rated best by the system is calculated.
If it differs from the interpretation provided by the expert, a relative training example
is created. Then the network is trained. This process is iterated, checking the highest
rated interpretations and training the network again. This is necessary because even if
the training has been completely successful, there can be other interpretations, now rated
highest by the system, but again differing from the expert’s interpretation.
8 Results
For training the system, 100 samples were used consisting of 50 performances by students,
which were used in original form and with noise added. The expert interpretations were
defined by graduate students. The samples were divided randomly into a training set and
a test set of 50 samples each. After training, 80% of the samples were processed correctly
on the test set. Here, correct means that the system chooses the same interpretation as the
expert. But even if the system output is not the expected interpretation, it can nevertheless
be musically acceptable. This was the case for another 17% of the samples. Overall,
97% of the interpretations chosen by the system trained with the neuro-fuzzy approach are
musically acceptable, which is a good result.
The fuzzy truth values for the trained system show some tendencies which were con-
sistent through the use of different training parameters and error criteria in the backpropa-
gation (see [23]). The values show consistently higher weights for group similarity ratings
than for segmentation, which seems plausible for an alignment task. Another tendency is
that the structural differences receive smaller weights than temporal precision. This was
not clear in advance, since removing or inserting events is not a small change in musical
structure. Training results show higher weights for timing than for loudness concerning
segmentation which agrees with Deutsch’s statement (see [5]) that timing is more influ-
ential than loudness for segmentation. A problem in interpreting these training results is
that the weights, resp. the fuzzy truth values, resulting from training depend on the scaling
of the feature input which can be of different dimensions, e.g. the truth values depend on
whether time is measured in seconds or milliseconds. For drawing conclusions, the scaling
needs to be appropriate to the domain. Also, the system is non-linear, which changes the
influence of individual values on the output, depending on the context. This adds calcula-
tory power to the system, but nevertheless it has to be taken into account when the results
of the training are interpreted.
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9 Conclusions
A method has been proposed for calculating alignments and similarity rating of sequences
by analyzing them on two levels, utilising the internal structure of the sequence. By us-
ing fuzzy modelling of knowledge in combination with machine learning, the task can be
solved without a complete or exact model of relevant processes, e.g. perception and cog-
nition of speech and music. For the recognition of musical rhythm patterns, a system was
implemented which showed encouraging results.
The system can be clearly divided into a general part of generating the interpretations
and a domain specific part modelling the features and the filters from the expert knowledge.
Thus, the system is sufficiently general to be transferred to other fields of application, e.g.
the alignment of phoneme sequences. Potential areas of application are those with a clear
segmentation and alignment problem in similarity judgements where the incorporation of
structural knowledge about the segments is useful. Subjects of future research include
improvements in the general method and new applications. This includes especially ex-
periments with different learning methods. improved interpretation of the results, and
the automation of rule acquisition. Potential areas of application are phoneme/grapheme
alignment, bioinformatics, and temporal analysis of technical processes.
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